An Interview with Cemalnur Sargut on Sufism
Interviewer: ølahe M. KURùUN
 What is “Islamic Sufism?” Are Islam and Sufism different from each
other? How should this be understood?
All the worshipping, services, and studies that have existed since Adam
with which humans know themselves as well as know Allah through themselves
are called Sufism. Although Sufism exists in every religion, it has reached its
actual point of perfection with the idea of unity (tawۊƯd), in other words, with
Islam. There are two primary sources of Sufi life: The Qur’an and Sunnah.
Considering Sufism apart from the Qur’an and Sunnah would be very wrong.
According to Sufis, the reality of Sufism lies in the concept of beautiful doing
(iۊsƗn) as mentioned in the Prophet’s (pbuh) hadith known as “the Hadith of
Gabriel” where the Prophet says, “The beautiful doing is worshipping Allah as
if you are seeing Him because even though you do not see Him, He sees you.”
Sufism is to live religion at the level of the beautiful doing.
Sufism is not a philosophy or a doctrine but a way of life. The source of
this lifestyle is the effort of living like the Prophet and his Companions. After
the Prophet had passed away, when it was seen that people could not return to
the beautiful conduct (akhlƗq) as in the time of the Prophet or could not practice
it, Sufism emerged as a knowledge (‘ilm) so that such a courteous life could be
brought back to people’s lives.
Sufism is described as God-given knowledge (‘ilm al-ladun) in the Qur’an.
So, this knowledge is not the knowledge of Moses but the knowledge of Khiঌr
(Green Man). Sufism is the transformation of Khiঌr’s knowledge into a lifestyle.
This knowledge has reached its highest level in our Prophet's reality since He,
himself, is the reality that reflects and shows us the highest degree in all matters,
just like the manifestation of the sun into the world at high noon.
Some of the verses that have become the sources of Sufism are as follows:
“And fear Allah. And Allah teaches you.” (al-Baqarah 2/282).
“And those who strive for Us - We will surely guide them to Our ways.”
(al-‘Ankabǌt 29/69)
“O believers! If you fear Allah, He will grant you a FurqƗn (the ability to
separate the right from wrong) (and light)” (al-AnfƗl 8/29)
“So is one whose breast Allah has expanded to [accept] Islam and he is
upon [i.e., guided by] a light from his Lord [like one whose heart rejects it]?
Then woe to those whose hearts are hardened against the remembrance of Allah.
Those are in manifest error.” (al-Zumar 39/22)
This meaning is mentioned not only in the Qur'an but also in hadiths. In
fact, those who led this life in the time of the Prophet were called “Companions
of ৡuffa.” (Aۊ܈Ɨb al- ܇uffa). However, there is a difference between the Sufis of
today and those of that time. The Prophet met the needs of the Sufis of that time;
that is, they did not have to earn money. However, today's Sufis are very hard-
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working. They try to be the best in everything. They do this not for their own
ambition but for the sake of Allah.
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 Could you talk about the creation from a Sufi point of view?
Sufism says that the first thing created even before Adam is the
Muতammadan Reality; more precisely, ۉaqƯqa al-Muۊammadiyya.
ۉaqƯqa al-Muۊammadiyya appears when Allah says that all Praise (alۉamd) belongs to Him in the Surah al-FƗtiতa because the essence of praise
belongs to Allah. The only power that can see the beauty (jamƗl) and the majesty
(jalƗl) together from an exalted level is Allah.
If people can see beauty in majesty and majesty in beauty, i.e., if they can
see comfort in distress and distress in comfort and show respect to all of them,
then Allah is manifesting in them. Allah becomes apparent with one of His
Divine Attributes because servants do not have such a capacity. Only if Allah
comes closer to His servants and opens up their hearts can they reach this level.
For this reason, the reality of the name of Praise (al-ۉamd), which is the
reality of Muhammad, was embedded into the ground from which Adam, the
first real human being, was manifest at a high level. After Adam, each of the
Divine Names of Allah became apparent in the most perfect way in each prophet,
and ultimately all the names were revealed in our Prophet and the reality of the
name “Allah” became manifest in the Prophet’s heart.
Therefore, the creation begins with the reality of the Prophet. We also call
this reality, the universal intellect (al-‘aql al-kull). The universal intellect is
perception (idrƗk) because life means cognizance. This real discernment called
the universal intellect was manifested in the Prophet's blessed body, called the
universal soul (al-‘nafs al-kull), where the soul reached the highest level in
spiritual progress. From the unity of these two, nine heavens and four elements
were born. And then minerals, animals, and plants became existent. All of these
became manifest before the human being came into being. If we add them up, it
makes eighteen.
The concept of eighteen thousand realms in the Qur’an teaches us that
there are thousands of realms within, and the nineteenth person who reveals these
eighteen thousand realms within himself is the perfected human being (al-insƗn
al-kƗmil). We see the secret of nineteen in the Quran, that is, all verses are in the
form of nineteen and its multiples, except for the Surah al-Tawbah, which does
not start with “Bismillah al-RaۊmƗn al-RaۊƯm” (In the name of God, the AllMerciful, the All-Compassionate), which completes nineteen in this way. This
secret is that of the perfect human being. In other words, the secret of being the
most perfect human becomes possible through the most perfect nothingness. The
more humble, absent, and nothing a person is, the more Allah will be evident in
him. That is to say, “He will be God”, [Perish the thought!], which is generally
misunderstood. What is meant by that, such a human being becomes a mirror in
which Allah’s names- not His essence- become manifest, representing Allah in
the most beautiful way. Of course, the greatest of the representatives is our
Prophet, but he is not called the perfect human being; he is the most perfect
(akmal), i.e., the greatest of all the perfect human beings.

 Who is human? Why does the human come to this world?
This whole creation story is for the emergence of the human. The word of
insƗn (human) comes from the word uns in Arabic. Actually, it literally means
someone who gets along well with everybody. When the Prophet ascended, after
leaving everything behind and transcending the Lote Tree (sidra al-muntahƗ; the
limit to the seventh heaven), Allah addressed him saying, “Come, O human!”
Here, “human” can only be referred to such a servant of Allah, who has no
existence belonging to himself within his own body.
Therefore, we are created to be “human.” When we start to experience the
perfection point in our own name, we become a “human” in our own capacity.
Of course, it is not possible to be a human, like the Prophet. This is meant by the
statement "I am the secret of man, and man is my secret."
 Could you tell us about the inner (baܒinƯ) and outer (ܲƗhirƯ) aspects
of worshiping and their effects on human beings? Why is worshiping
important for humans?
Ken‘Ɨn RifƗ‘Ư says that:
“The body of a human being is like a ship, and things like prayer, worshipping,
fasting, pilgrimage, alms, charity, and bestowal are the ship’s ballast, that is, its
balance. If all the equipment of the ship is complete, but these ballast trunks are not
available, the ship will not be able to sail, so it will sink. As long as if there is no
devotion or worship in the ship-like body of a person, like the ballasts, the ship-like
body cannot sail on the path of the reality (ۊaqƯqa), cannot approach the harbour of
wisdom (ۊikma), and cannot buy the pearls of real knowledge (ma‘rifa). However, it
is necessary to know that just as some capital is required for a trade, one cannot buy
goods with ballasts on a ship at the harbour of wisdom. Only those who come to the
harbour of wisdom with their heart full of the beautiful character traits (akhlƗq) of
the Prophet and love of Allah in their ship-like bodies can buy divine wisdom, pearls,
and jewels of God's consent.
MiৢrƯ NiyƗzƯ also says, “O devotee! Do not think your work ends only with
fasting, prayer, pilgrimage, and alms. It is knowledge and recognition that human
beings need...”1

This is the reason why we worship. Worshipping shows that we are on our
way to reach wisdom (ۊikma) and recognition (‘irfƗn), but to be able to do so,
we must practice love for Allah and the Prophet as well as the beautiful character
traits (akhlƗq) of the Prophet Muতammad. The most important worshipping of
all is faith. Worshipping without faith is in vain.
Daily prayer (܈alƗt) is the inner peace that is valid in all mystical paths, the
servants finding God, the Real (ۉaqq) in themselves, bowing before their Lord
(Rabb), and ascending with their Lord. Daily prayer is the only form of
worshipping in which Allah descends onto His servant.
Giving alms (zakƗt) teaches us that the only way to live in society for people
is to enjoy sharing our excessive belongings. ZakƗt ensures the abundance of wealth,
the purity of the soul, and persistence in the religion of Allah.
1

KâzÕm Büyükaksoy, Ken'an Rifâî'den Mesnevî HatÕralarÕ, (østanbul: Nefes YayÕnlarÕ, 2013), 24.
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Fasting is the worshipping that is heralded in the Qur'an for those who do
it properly. It prevents the body from excess, teaches servants patience, and
makes them understood the poor. The result of the patience of fasting during
Ramadan is the Night of Power (Laylat al-Qadr). That is, Allah has bestowed
the knowledge embodying His own meaning upon people.
Pilgrimage (Hajj) is a circumambulation around the heart that has been
cleansed from idols, everything except Allah, and embodying the meaning of
Allah by eliminating the distinctions among people.
The most acceptable worshipping is done with the love of Allah, not the
will of heaven or fear of hell, which leads people to love and get closer to Allah.
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 One of the concepts we frequently encounter in Sufism, and perhaps
the most fundamental one, is achieving the Muۊammadan akhlƗq (the
beautiful character traits of Prophet Muতammad). Could you elaborate on
this concept? How could these beautiful character traits be lived today?
The Islamic understanding of beautiful conduct is becoming characterized
by the beautiful character traits of Prophet Muতammad. The Prophet practiced
the beautiful character traits that would set an example for all of us and said, "I
was sent to complete the beautiful character traits." The Prophet, who states that
religion is completely the beautiful character traits, also said, “My Lord gave me
the courtesy (adab) and made my courtesy beautiful.” According to Sufis, there
are two types of character traits: Apparent and hidden. Apparent character traits
are briefly expressed as obeying the orders and prohibitions of sharƯ‘a, and
hidden character traits mean treating everything, and everyone nicely.
My teacher, Ken‘Ɨn RifƗ‘Ư defines hidden character traits as “reaching the
degree of seeing Allah everywhere and everything” because loving Allah
requires loving people.
Beautiful character traits should be learned by and seen from the perfected
human being who has reached this degree.
For this reason, according to Sufis, beautiful conduct is becoming
characterize by the beautiful character traits of Prophet Muতammad, to obey him
and follow his sunnah. The Prophet lists the basic principles of beautiful conduct
in a hadith as follows:
 Telling the truth.
 Being faithful to Allah in the most difficult situations.
 Not feeding himself while his neighbours and friends are hungry and
not forgetting them.
 Giving away what people want from you (within your capacity).
 Rewarding good deeds.
 Protecting and not betraying the entrusted.
 Visiting relatives.
 Providing safety and being loyal to your friend.
 Welcoming guests.
 But the most important one is having modesty and shame (ۊaya’).
Beautiful conduct is a method to reach happiness and peace, which is the
target of Sufism. Peace is to feel as if you are before the presence of Allah and

to act accordingly. Whoever succeeds in this would attain peace. There are two
factors on this path whose purpose is happiness and peace: Good character traits
and love for Allah, which will encourage us to beautify our character traits.
 Is there a message or any advice you would like to give our journal’s
readers?
Today, what people need most are beautiful character traits (al-akhlƗq).
Unless the beautiful character traits, one should not believe those who claim to
live the religion. In order to gain beautiful character traits, Sufism is definitely
necessary. There is also a need for a perfect teacher, who is the heir of the
Prophet. Such a teacher should not invite people to him/herself, but be a bridge
to Allah and living this world and the hereafter together. It is necessary to see
how s/he lives Muতammadan character traits. Habits such as hatred, grudge,
heedlessness, and jealousy must evolve into beautiful character traits. Grudge
and hatred must evolve into compassion and acceptance; heedlessness into
perception and jealousy into admiration.
If all this is done, this world will be saved because the only common
language of the world is Islamic Sufism. The only way that unites all religions
within the concept of unity (tawۊƯd) is Sufism. That is to say; it is only with
Sufism that we can unite this globalizing world. As Sufism is rooted in human
love, all cultures unite in its reality. In Sufism, we love everything, humananimal-plant, for the sake of their Creator. Therefore, whoever sits with Sufis is
like sitting with God.
 You are our Honorary editor. Can you please explain why we started
to publish this journal?
For the reasons I said above, this journal was put into service to show our
unity first and explain how our Sufi life makes the world a paradise.
Turkish, foreign, and Azerbaijani Sufis will write articles in this journal.
Thus, they will tell us the ways of making everyone's life a paradise, the ways to
be content with their state, and the ways to enjoy the world by living with God
in this world.
This road is a way in which material science doesn’t suffice because
Sufism will lead the way of unity and solidarity. That is why we need this Godgiven (‘ilm al-ladun). I believe many people will benefit from this journal.
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